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Improvements to the Prediction of Brace Forces in Z- Purlin
Roof Systems with Support + Third Point Torsion Bracing
Michael W. Seek1
Abstract
The Component Stiffness Method is a displacement compatibility method used
to analyze C- and Z- section supported roof systems. The method provides a
detailed analysis of the flexibility in the roof system and the distribution of
forces as they flow out of the system. Parametric studies of the equations for
typical roof systems have shown that by ignoring the flexibility of some of the
components, the method can be simplified with little impact on the anchorage
forces calculated. Changes have also been made to the way in which cross
section deformations are incorporated into the method. This paper focuses on
the changes to the supports + third point bracing configuration and compares the
bracing force predicted by the revised equation to the existing equations. The
prediction equations are applied to a series of purlins and sheathing systems to
represent the ends of the spectrum and the results are compared.
Introduction
The purlin relies on the sheathing to develop its strength. In turn, these
restraining forces provided by the sheathing must be extracted from the system.
The interaction between the sheathing and secondary framing member is
complex. The component stiffness method was outlined in detail in the AISI
D111-09 Design Guide for Cold-Formed Steel Purlin Roof Framing Systems
(D111 Design Guide) as a method to predict the forces interacting between the
purlin and the sheathing. The theoretical basis for the method is developed from
displacement compatibility (aka “Force Method”) of the interaction between the
purlin and sheathing. A database of finite element models based on full scale
laboratory tests was developed to fine tune the theoretical model to account for
the localized deformations in both the sheathing and purlin.
The component stiffness method is a two-step procedure. The first step is to
determine Pi, the force that the “ith” purlin contributes to the system that requires
restraint. A part of this first step is to determine wrest = w·σ which is the force
transferred between the purlin to the sheathing diaphragm. The second step then
is to quantify the stiffness of the different components to the system that resist
the forces generated by the system and distribute the forces accordingly. The
resulting anchorage force after the forces are distributed is PL.
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As the method has been implemented in industry, several observations have
been made and updates have been suggested. The original method attempted to
account for and quantify as many of the contributions to the stiffness of the
system as possible, resulting in extensive calculations required for some cases.
Through parametric studies and refinement of the displacement compatibility
approach, it was determined that some of the additional complexity was not
necessarily justified and that a simplified and more user-friendly set of equations
could be used with little deviation in predicted forces.
This paper presents revisions to the original equations for the supports plus third
point torsion restraints presented in the D111 Design Guide. The primary
revisions are to the equations for calculating Pi. These changes include
simplifications of the procedure to determine torsion compatibility and revisions
to the diaphragm compatibility to determine σ. Local cross section deformations
are treated differently by replacing the term Rlocal with an effective sheathing
stiffness kϕeff. The sheathing stiffness, which is removed from most of the
compatibility equations, is reintroduced in the total stiffness used to calculate PL.
Force Generated along the Frame line, Pi
Pi is the force generated by each purlin that must be restrained externally. For a
supports plus third point torsion brace configuration, a lateral brace is applied at
the top of the purlin at the support location and a torsional brace is applied at the
third point location. Along the span of the purlin, the lateral restraint provided
by the sheathing and the rotational restraint provided by the third point are
redundant reactions. Lateral displacement compatibility at the purlin third
points is used to determine the magnitude of the resisting diaphragm force in the
sheathing (wrest = w·σ) and torsion displacement compatibility is used to
determine the moment of the torsional brace, M3rd. Equilibrium equations are
then used to determine the force generated by each purlin acting along the frame
line, Pi.
In the equations for supports + third point torsion braces presented in the D111
Design Guide, the third point torsion braces are modeled as rigid whereas the
restraints at the support location have a finite stiffness. As the restraint at the
support location deforms, the purlin rotates and a moment is developed in the
connection between the purlin and the sheathing resulting from the stiffness of
this connection. The moment in the connection between the purlin and the
sheathing reduces the force distributed to the anchor at the support location.
Additionally, the rotational deformation at the frame line affects the moment at
the third point. For most purlin configurations, the restraint at the frame line is
stiff relative to the connection between the purlin and the sheathing. In these
cases, the moment in the connection between the purlin and the sheathing is
relatively small and will have little impact on the force on the frame line.
Therefore, eliminating the stiffness of the connection between the purlin and
sheathing results in a conservative approximation of the force at the frame lines
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and have little impact on the moments at the third points. The revised equations
for the moment at the third points, M3rd and the force introduced to the system at
the frame line, Pi are below.
M

= Rxn

α
P = Rxn

d
α σ − (δb + m)cosθ C (d K
2
(dsinθ − αδbcosθ)
σ
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In the D111 Design Guide, the equations for M3rd and Pi are based on the
uniformly distributed load, w. The equations have been revised to the simple
span reaction to account for different load distributions with the expectation that
the distribution of loads are nominally uniform.
Torsion Compatibility
In the above equations, the term C2 is derived from torsion compatibility at the
purlin third points. The torsion deformation of the purlin is the combination of
pure torsion and warping torsion. The full solution for C2 is
a β
1
(4)
L
GJ β
2
The torsion terms β and β3rd are defined in the D111 Design Guide and are
derived from solutions provided in the AISC Torsion Design Guide. The term
a2β/GJ represents the primary mid-span torsion rotation caused by a uniformly
distributed load, and β3rd represents the redundant mid-span torsion rotation
caused by the torsion restraints at the third points. Warping torsion dominates
the behavior and because primary and redundant displacements are directly
compared for displacement compatibility, pure (St Venant’s) torsion can be
eliminated from the equation with virtually no impact on the calculated result.
In the original equations provided in the D111 Design Guide, displacement
compatibility was determined at the purlin mid-span. For convenience, this
point has been shifted to the third points. This shift results in negligible
differences. By eliminating St Venant’s torsion and shifting the location of
compatibility to third points, the above equation for C2 is reduced to
C2 = 11/15 simple span
= 2/3 multi-span interior
= 59/78 multi-span exterior outside 3rd point
C =
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= 50/78 multi-span exterior inside 3rd point
Note, it is acceptable to approximate the exterior span in a multi-span system
with the outside third point as a simple span purlin (59/78 ≈11/15) and the inside
third point as a multi-span interior third point (50/78 ≈ 2/3).
Diaphragm compatibility
To quantify the force transferred from the purlin to the diaphragm, wrest= w·σ, a
compatibility equation is developed from the lateral displacement of the
diaphragm. In the D111 Design Guide, compatibility is determined at the midspan of the purlin. In this revision, for convenience, compatibility is taken at the
third points. Similar to Pi, the original equations for wrest included flexibility of
the supports and the resulting contribution of the sheathing stiffness. Evaluation
of values of σ have shown that unsymmetric bending and diaphragm
deformation dominate the behavior and that the effects of torsion are negligible.
The resulting equation for σ is

C
σ=

I
α ⋅ n ⋅ L sin θ
I cos θ L
+
EI
9G Bay
L
α ⋅ ηL
C EI + 9G Bay

(5)

Restraint Force at Frame Line
From the force generated at each frame line, Pi, the actual anchorage force, PL is
calculated from the relative stiffness of the anchorage device to the total
stiffness of the system. In the procedure originally presented in the D111
Design Guide, the rotational stiffness of the connection between the purlin and
sheathing was incorporated into the equation for Pi. As discussed above, in the
revised formulation, eliminating the sheathing rotational stiffness from the
equations for M3rd results in negligible differences. For Pi, in situations where
the stiffness of the restraint at the supports is large relative to the stiffness of the
connection between the purlin and sheathing, (ie Krest > Kshtg) there is negligible
difference between the new and old equations. As the stiffness of the sheathing
increases relative to the stiffness of supports restraint, the Pi from the new
formulation results in a conservative approximation. For a quick and
conservative determination of the anchorage force at the support location, the
sheathing and rafter stiffness can be ignored and PL = Pi. For a more refined
analysis however, the sheathing stiffness can be incorporated into the total
stiffness in the same way that it is incorporated into a supports configuration
where,
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Local cross section deformations
The original equations in the D111 Design Guide included the term, Rlocal to
account for the localized deformation of the cross section. In essence, when a
purlin is subjected to torsion, the sheathing partially resists the torsion through
the development of a moment in the connection between the sheathing and
purlin. The cross section of a thick purlin will not significantly deform.
However, the cross section of a thin purlin will undergo additional deformations
that effectively result in a larger torsion rotation. As a result of the shear flow
through the cross section, the effective lateral-rotational movement of the
unattached flange, ϕeff, will be larger than that predicted by just including the
stiffness of the connection alone, ϕ, as shown in Figure 1.


eff
Figure 1. Rotation and Effective Rotation resulting from local deformation
In the D111 Design Guide, the stiffness of the connection between the purlin
and the sheathing, kmclip, is related to the test AISI S901-08 Rotational-Lateral
Stiffness Test Method for Beam to Panel Assemblies (AISI S901 test). The
stiffness, kmclip, is defined as the rotation of the purlin, ϕ, relative to the applied
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lateral load applied to the free flange. The AISI S901 test measures the effective
rotation of the purlin, ϕeff. Therefore, the D111 Design Guide provided a method
for removing the deformation of the purlin cross section from the test to isolate
the rotation of only the connection between the purlin and sheathing. The
deformation was included in the final analysis of restraint forces through the
addition of the Rlocal term.
Additional analysis has shown a more appropriate method to account for the
local deformation. The local deformation of the cross section effectively
reduces the rotational stiffness of the connection between the purlin and the
sheathing. To adopt the nomenclature of the AISI Specification, kϕ replaces
kmclip to represent the stiffness of the connection between the purlin and
sheathing. Note that kmclip is defined per foot of length along the purlin with
units of lb-in/rad/ft whereas kϕ is defined per inch of length and has units of kipin/rad/in. To account for the local deformation of the cross section (primarily
through bending of the web), the stiffness kϕ is reduced to kϕeff. A rational
engineering prediction of the relationship between kϕ and kϕeff is
k

=k

E

E
+4

(8)

Therefore, if an AISI S901 Test is performed for a purlin and sheathing system,
kϕeff represents the net stiffness of both the connection between the purlin and
sheathing and the cross section deformation, whereas kϕ represents only the
stiffness of the connection. In the component stiffness method, kϕeff, replaces
kmclip and the term Rlocal is completely eliminated. This change results in a more
realistic approximation of the purlin behavior and showed better correlation with
a small sample of finite element models.
Comparison of Results
To investigate the impacts of the changes to the method, the new and existing
equations were compared to a database of purlin and roof systems. The database
included 19 purlin cross sections selected from the AISI tables that represent the
full spectrum of Z-sections used in roof systems. Sections with depths of 12in.,
10in., 8in. and 6in. were analyzed. For the 12in., 10in. and 8in. depths, both a
wide flange (3.25in.) and a narrow flange (2.25in.) were investigated for a thick
(0.105in.), intermediate (0.070in.) and thin (0.059in.) material. For the 6in.
depth, only one flange width (2.25 in.) was investigated for the range of material
thicknesses.
Each cross section was subjected to what is considered to be the extremes of the
properties of the system. The analysis included purlin spans lengths of 20 ft and
35 ft, as well as diaphragm stiffness, G’, values of 500 lb/in and 7500 lb/in. The
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values used for the rotational stiffness of the connection between the purlin and
sheathing, kϕ, were 0.417k-in/rad/in and 0.042 k-in/rad/in which correspond to
kmclip values of 5000 lb-in/rad/ft and 500 lb-in/rad/ft respectively. Lastly, the
values were subjected to 3 roof pitches: 0:12, 3:12 and 6:12. In all, the analysis
represents 456 data points. Table 1 summarizes the parameters investigated.
Each purlin is loaded uniformly and the reaction for each span (20 ft and 35 ft)
is set at 1000 lb Throughout the analysis, a very low value for the stiffness at the
support location was used (300 lb/in). This stiffness is equivalent to the stiffness
of a 1/4” x 4” web plate on a 8” purlin. Systems with a stiffened web plate or an
antiroll anchorage device will typically have a much higher stiffness from 1000
lb/in. up to 5000 lb/in.
Table 1. Matrix of System Parameters investigate
Cross Section
12ZS3.25x105
12ZS3.25x070
12ZS2.25x105
12ZS2.25x070
10ZS3.25x105
10ZS3.25x070
10ZS3.25x059
10ZS2.25x105
10ZS2.25x070
10ZS2.25x059

8ZS3.25x105
8ZS3.25x070
8ZS3.25x059
8ZS2.25x105
8ZS2.25x070
8ZS2.25x059
6ZS2.25x105
6ZS2.25x070
6ZS2.25x059

Span
(ft)

G’
(lb/in)

kϕ
k-in/rad/in

20

500

0.417

Roof
pitch
0:12

3:12
35

7500

0.042
6:12

Impact on force in diaphragm, wrest
The impact on the changes to Eq. (5) which represents the force transferred to
sheathing, wrest = σ·w, is shown in Figure 2. Because torsion deformations have
been removed, the equation becomes a function of unsymmetric bending and
diaphragm flexibility. As shown in Figure 2, by removing the torsion
deformations, the difference between the revised equation and original equation
is within 10%. The revised equation typically predicts a slightly higher value
for σ.
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Comparison of s , Revised Equation vs Original Equation

s , Original Equation
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Figure 2. Comparison of σ, revised equation vs original
M3rd , Revised Equation vs. Original Equation
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Figure 3 Comparison of M3rd Revised Equation vs Original Equation
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Impact of changes to M3rd
The comparison between the original equation for M3rd and the new equation are
shown in Figure 3. For a low slope roof, the general trend for results aligns
along the 1:1 correlation line, however there is some scatter for moments less
than 100 lb-in resulting from the sensitivity of the equations as the moment
approaches zero. In general the correlation between the equations is within
20%. As the slope of the roof increases, the correlation improves. There is a
shift where the correlation ranges from exact to less than 20% conservative.
Impact of changes to the forces at the frame line, Pi and PL
The comparison between the revised equation and the original equation for Pi is
shown in Figure 4. For the low slope roof (0:12), there are two distinct trends in
the data. The data that closely follows the 1:1 correlation trend line represents
the roof systems that have low stiffness in the connection between the purlin and
the sheathing. The data that deviates is for the roof systems in which the
connection between the purlin and sheathing is very stiff. Thinner purlins have
a slightly larger deviation. For roofs with steeper slopes, although it is less
distinct, this trend continues. Systems with low stiffness values for kϕ closely
align with the 1:1 correlation while the systems analyzed with a stiff kϕ deviate
substantially on the conservative side.
This trend is in line with the revisions to the equations – as the stiffness in the
sheathing is reduced the results of the original equations should line up with the
revised equations. For large kϕ, the correlation is improved by re-introducing
the stiffness of the sheathing in the final step of the component stiffness method
as forces are distributed through the system. This correlation is shown in Figure
5 where the anchorage force, PL, is compared. For low slopes, the correlation
has improved however there is still substantial deviation. For steeper slope
roofs, the results are within 20% with the error on the conservative side.
The deviation between the original equations and the revised equations is
primarily the result of eliminating of Rlocal from the revised equations. Low
slope roofs are more sensitive to this change whereas the effect is washed out at
steeper slopes. Preliminary finite element modeling has shown that the
elimination of Rlocal results in better correlation with the finite element models.
Therefore, it is believed that the revised equations are a better representation of
the local deformations and closer to the actual anchorage forces. Additional
modelling is required to fully verify.
In all cases, a very conservative stiffness value of 300 lb/in for the restraint at
the frame line was used. As the stiffness of the restraint at the frame line is
increased to a relatively low value of 1500 lb/in for a stiffened anti-roll device,
the correlation is improved between the original equation and the revised
equation. For example, Figure 6 compares PL calculated with a restraint
stiffness of 1500 lb/in and Rlocal removed from the original method.
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Figure 4 Comparison of Pi - Revised Equation vs Original Equation

Figure 5. Comparison of PL, Revised Equation vs. Original Equation
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Figure 6. Comparison of PL with stiff restraint at support
Conclusions
A revised method to predict the anchorage forces in a purlin supported roof
system with supports plus third point torsional restraints is outlined with a
summary of the equations provided in Appendix 1. The method uses the same
compatibility approach of the original method presented in the D111 Design
Guide with some of the flexibility of the system eliminated.
Torsion
compatibility is simplified and the treatment of local deformations is improved.
The original method and the revised method were compared through a matrix of
system properties representative of typical roof systems. The revised equation
shows good correlation with the original equation (within 10%) for predicting
the force transferred from the purlin to the diaphragm (wrest). Correlation is also
good for the prediction the moment at the third point brace, M3rd. When
comparing the force generated at the frame line, Pi, the revised equation deviates
conservatively from the original equation for systems that have a rotationally
stiff connection between the purlin and the sheathing. The correlation is
improved when comparing PL, the anchorage force at the frame line, however
there is still some conservative deviation. This deviation is the result of the
approximation of the cross section deformation in the original equations. The
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revisions to cross section deformation in the new method is a more accurate
approximation.
The changes to the method to predict the restraint forces in a roof system with
supports plus third point restraints represent a reduction in the complexity of the
equations with minimal impact on accuracy. Where the new equations deviate
from the old, the difference is typically conservative. Improvements to the
calculation procedure have made the prediction equations less intimidating and
reduced the likelihood of calculation errors.
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Appendix 1. Equation Summary for Support plus Third Point Torsion
Restraints

M

d
α σ − (δb + m)cosθ C (d K
= Rxn
2
+(dsinθ − αδbcosθ)

β

)ξ

(A. 1)

Anchorage force per anchor along frame line (at the top of the purlin)
K
PL   Pi  rest (force at top of purlin)
(A.2)
K total
Np
d
(force
h
(A.3)

at

Ph  PL

height

of

anchor)

where
∑
K

=

K

+

K

+∑
d

K

(A. 4)
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with
Krest

= stiffness of externally applied restraint (lb/in)

Kshtg = rotational stiffness provided by the sheathing (lb-in/in)
=k
Ktrib

(A. 5)

= stiffness at frame line tributary to each half span
= C3 Ktotal

C3

= 1.0 single span and multi-span exterior frame line
= 0.5 multi-span interior frame line

Overturning force generated per purlin
δb + m
d
cosθ C (d K β
α σ −
2
P = Rxn
δb
+ α cosθ − sinθ (1 − )

)ξ
(A. 6)

Where
ξ=

1
1+d K

(A. 7)

β

with
C
σ=

I
α ⋅ n ⋅ L sin θ
I cos θ L
+
EI
9G′Bay
L
α ⋅ ηL
C EI +
9G′Bay

where C1

=
=
=
=

(A. 8)

11/972 Single Span
5/972 Multi-Span Exterior – outer half span
7/1944 Multi-Span Exterior – inner half span
1/486 Multi-Span Interior

